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QUESTION 1

You currently manage an e-commerce application that utilizes 25 identical compute resources to handle customer
traffic. The stakeholders have asked you to create another 25 identical compute resources in order to deploy and test a
new version of the software? What is the most efficient process to create 25 additional compute resources that are
identical to the first 25? 

A. Create a custom image from 1 of the 25 servers. Use this custom image to provision 25 more servers 

B. Create a manual backup of each boot volume belonging to the 25 servers. Restore each backup to create 25 new
boot volumes, from which you will provision 25 more servers 

C. Provision a new server and configure it to be identical to the first 25. Create a custom image from the new server,
then use the custom image to provision 24 more servers 

D. Clone the boot volume of 1 of the 25 servers. Use the boot volume clone to provision 25 more servers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have multiple applications installed on a compute instance and these applications generate a large 

amount of log files. These log files must reside on the boot volume for a minimum of 15 days and must be 

retained for at least 60 days. 

The 60-day retention requirement is causing an issue with available disk space. 

What are the two recommended methods to provide additional boot volume space for this compute 

instance? (Choose two.) 

A. Terminate the instance while preserving the boot volume. Create a new instance from the boot volume and select a
DenseIO shape to take advantage of local NVMe storage. 

B. Create an object storage bucket and use a script that runs daily to move log files older than 15 days to the bucket. 

C. Create and attach a block volume to the compute instance and copy the log files. 

D. Create a custom image and launch a new compute instance with a larger boot volume size. 

E. Write a custom script to remove the log files on a daily basis and free up the space on the boot volume. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are deploying a highly available web application in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and have decided to 

use a public load balancer. The back-end web servers will be distributed across all three availability 
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domains (ADs). 

How many subnets should you create to deliver a secure highly available application? 

A. three subnets in total; one subnet in each AD 

B. five subnets in total; two subnets each in the first and second AD with a single subnet in the third AD 

C. six subnets in total; two subnets in each AD; one for the load balancer and one for the web servers 

D. four subnets in total; one subnet in each AD for the web servers and a single subnet in any one AD for the load
balancer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You want an instance in your compartment to make API calls to other services within Oracle Cloud Infrastructure without
storing credentials in a configuration file. 

What do you need to do? 

A. No action is required. By default, all VM instances are created with an Instance Principal. 

B. Instances cannot access services outside their compartment. 

C. VM instances are treated as users. Create a user and assign the user to that VM instance. 

D. Create appropriate matching rules in the Dynamic Group to create an Instance Principal. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://medium.com/@tigerbabu/oracle-cloud-infrastructure-associate-architect-notes4495b25b24a4 

 

QUESTION 5

Where do you find the tnsnames.ora for your Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) database? 

A. You can download tnsnames.ora from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure web console under ADW details page 

B. The tnsnames.ora file is included in credentials.zip file that you download from service console of ADW 

C. The ADW database will place the tnsnames.ora file in an object storage bucket 

D. You are automatically prompted to download the tnsnames.ora file upon creation of the ADW database 

Correct Answer: C 
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